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Scary Pre-School Lions

Reception’s Colourful Eggs
This week, we have been looking at Faberge eggs. We have been exploring and
creating using different materials to make our own.

The Frogs have learnt the sound ‘L’ this week.
The children made lion faces using a photo of their
own face! They carefully used the scissors to cut
strips of paper to make the lions mane, which they
stuck around the outside of their face. They drew a
black nose and mouth to really transform their photo
into a lion. Scary!

Year 2’s Trip to ACE Arts Centre
Last week, Year 2 went on a trip to the ACE Arts Centre in Somerton. We went to visit the sensory pods, which were part of the exhibition,
named ‘Small Worlds’. The children loved going inside the pods and came up with some wonderful designs of their own pods: these included
the inside of an ear and the inner workings of a watch.
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Year 1 Forest School Fun
In Forest School, the children have been learning about safety. They know how to carry sticks carefully and use peelers to whittle wood. In our
last lesson of this term, the children learnt about fire safety round an open fire. They used their hazel sticks to cook croissants over the fire,
wrapping the mixture around the end of the sticks. When they were cooked, they needed to cool before they could eat them.

Early Easter for Tadpoles
Year 2’s 3D Shapes
This afternoon we have been making 3D shapes using pipe
cleaners and straws. The children had a lot of fun making a variety
of shapes. This was a great activity for the children to practise
using their shape terminology.

Easter has come early to the Tadpole room. The Tiddlers and Tadpoles
have enjoyed playing in the massive birds nest, hunting for the special
eggs. They also had a fun, but rather messy, time decorating paper eggs
using a variety of objects; they look fantastic, almost good enough to
eat!

Minis Music & Theatre
It was very noisy at Minis this week! We turned the back of the hall into a Mini Theatre area with a role play café, band area and ticket
booth - the Minis had great fun playing with it all. We also had a very loud drumming circle with lots of pots and pans and kitchen
utensils, a silent disco area with headphones, lights and balloons, and a colourful ball pit with scarves to dance with. In the craft area,
we covered a long table in paper and let the Minis use drumsticks for mark making, a few even managed to paint themselves! We also
made little music shakers and painted music sheets with paintbrushes with bells attached. A great, fun week!

